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Task and Instrumentation Variables- as Factors _Jeopardizing
the -Validity -of Published-Group Communication Research,

=1970-1971_ . _

The basic objective of empirical research in speech communication is

to acquire knowledge about the communication process. Researchers who are

actively engaged in the pursuit of this task are often divided on the question

of hew best to achieve it. Is it -better to concentrate research effort on

generating theory and hypotheses or should problems of method and measure-

ment precede experimentation? Recent critics of the small group field have-

advised researchers to give precedence to theory over method. This- paper is_

writtens-as_ a response-to that positien semi-is based: on-the -followi-ng_thegis:
_

Placing_ measurement _in --as _secondary role -increases the :danger- of-iaccepting,_

the truth experiments --Contain excessive Since the --_

-=-- ----- --_-_---
-= r_

internali-validity-lef-_=an= expierimerit--deMandir:--an---unbiasettestimate-=of_iexper_ir_---

---Mental- ==-effer:ta,----cekeestive err- o dimi.uhes _=the-_-corifidence_ that -may,be ---placed__-

results.

eGtath- and-i_Al-tman'a_-- 1966 treatise1 on- the sorry = :stet e--Of

research=initiatedian=_-_-_era__of==iritros-pection-==and--icr-itici-smfor_'--tinalt gronp-

----tesearChert in--Speeth-coMaithicatien,==-evialliationaf-of-rSmalst-group-_-atudiii
_

have been _reporteV-by:---_Bormann-,2- --_Gourani-3 Mortenson,4 LaLson,5 and risher
----=Each of these-reritcritics _ found _ that stalt:-group-:reseatch-i-suf-fets-- froik_a

_=-

lick o accumulated knowledge, is charatteti- zed=by conceptual ambiguity, is

_ m-arredihy peerly=,icenceived= researchi, of=-stheory= While they _ _

_- unanimoutly -Condemn what_ is studied, these- 1Triters find: little-Wron-g_ with--,-- -
the-ilmeth-ods-_-1av- ailablefstoi=gtudy it.- 'Iklew-__-_of_the __critics find "secia17--,p'sy=-:=_-- ---"z_- _

---

cho.ogy methodology" inappropriate to a "communication"= emphasis, 7
_ but for = =

the :Most part they _agree -that the-- -Methods -Used are: rigorous. = Bormann_

refers to this -as , "the paradox group retearch'14 siVhiStitated±

-= -



methodology coupled with barren results.8 Mortenson believes-that-the lack

of a communication emphisis in small group research can not be attri-

,
buted-to unsuitable metnodology.

9
Gouran_suggests that statistical pro-

cedures often interfere with the determination of significant research

questions.10 And McGrath and'Altman contend that there has been an "over-.

emphasis _on procedures 'and an underemphasis on theory."11

These -reports-have served_ to place- measurement:and Methodology- in -a .

secondary position. The small_group researcher has been advised to "allow

back into the formative Stages of research the forces of intuition

allegiance to problems, and projection of the researchers subjective insights.

Then, let methodological rigor enter... i12

These collective--insights and recommendations give the impression. that

methodology is a=- stumbling block rather than an aid' to research

is paper examines- published small group research in speech coMmunica-

tion during 1970 and 1971 fOr the purpose of determining how Much confidence

can be= placed in the reported-results. is especially concerned with

locating-uncontrolled-or unmeasured= sources =of _error varianc.
.

Tasks-=as-7a-_Source--of -Variande
_

The decision was made to limit the search for uncontrolled sources -of
-r

variance to one class of variables. == The critiques -by Bormann, Gouran, and

Mortenson -einphasized,:the=neeclfor--ia-_-iconimunic_ation--orientation_ in small,

-group-- research. Therefore,-, it -Was---adsiimed_-_ that -a-- majority of the-Tublished

research would either measureor.manipulate communication behavior. With this in



mind, the following question was asked: Is there a class of variables which

contributes significantly -to- variation in group_ communication behavior and

is often left uncontrolled and unmeasured?

The-interactionist position in social psychology states that two classes

of variables affect behavior: the individual characteristics of the subject

and the environmental (physical and social) characteristics of the situation.14

Put another way, who a person is and what he is asked to do (or where he_is)-

interact to account for most of the- variation in his behavior. Since vital

individual traits of group ,participants are usually either eontrelled:

11 males, all females, -all college sophomores, _etc.) or manipulated (e.g.

group- -composition- studies) _-it :seemed- more_idesirable- to investigate the

Sitnation-al-V-ati-ab_16-6--=as

purpOse=lo--f-thle__-pra erg what `a grou was asked - to___do= = was = defined= as the -tas

eech--"Monoetaphs:--between Jarinery-,-_1970=-_

-anclrDecember4_ 1971.-,==v6te==_chOsen as _a _representative sample=-of small group

communitat-ion-i =research E-ach_- of -Tthese_-_studies _collected --data the

express iiutpose-rof --advanding'-knowledge_-_about,-small_ _grodp_-ComMunieation.

Iri_each study, the -data Vas eollecteclunder IlabOratory --conditions--
_



only three reports actually manipulated independent variables.

The evaluation of the published research was guided by three questions:1

(1) Does the -published_ research indicate any _areas-- of general agree-

mint -about what should -be-measured?

(2) Does the published research clearly report an unbiased estimate

of experimental effects?

(3) -Are-_the dependent =variables_ reliably--measured?_

Investigation of the first question led to the comparison of the stated

objectives or purposes of the study. The second question revolved directly

around how tasks:wereintilized-in the sampled_ studies.- This indluded-how_the

task was defined, whether it wasp ' controlled or manipulated, and its poten-

tial for contributing to error variance. The third question necessitated

e °search for reliability estimates ofthe dependent variables.

n order to facilitate a co

wasA)_repared.

e author'

Convergence of ose-and=:=Divergende-ioUllethod , ==

-_Seven-of the eight studies -measured_c_either :-_part- or all.--zof the verbal

limited to the exclusive use of a self-report measure of participant reaction.
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differed drastically in approach and cOmpletely,in_measurement of the verbal
_7-

acts. Three other -studies (two by Leathers and one by Larson) were similar;

each was designed to compare the verbal behavior under one set of conditions

with the verbal behavior under another set of conditions. Once again, both

investigators used different dependent variable measures. In, fact, there

were seven different measures of verbal behavior used in these seven studies.

Five of the eight studies employed instruments developed by the authors

(Fisher, Stech, two by Leathers, and McCrOskey,_ et.al.). Norte of the iitstru- 7-=

_ . . .ments had previously appeared- in published- research by other investigators. _

Since only the McCroskey and Wright instrument was factor analytically derived,

there appears to be little chance that the others will receive any general

use.

The question asked was, does the published research indicate any areas

-of-zgerieral-sagreeMerit= about =what-_-_=shoul- d',be-Aneatured?=--_-,Thest-ieight-_-=stUdies

-suggest= that there is considerable-agreement about what should be measur ---==-

verbal==_communication-behaviorv=b-ntlz-fconsiderable disagreement--zaboutf_how, to

measure it. For this-reason, there===appears==to le==7--coMparability__
_

between= studies. n = - =7_ -_

-_

---------- ------- ----- - -_=--F-_--_ -,--
1======------ ---= ---- ----- .- =-

1- --= -- = Utilization=o of bleesk----Varias=_-- ----:_-==-----=_-__-_-'7=-=-_- ,_--_=_=i_-_;____-_-__,-__ -_ -,,_

i-- -ec

-- = _-:-What= is -the-_-likiih-o-od-ithat the=taskal_p_resenteo the grouPs-irt-_-_-_theser_ .

s tud- iet7 pr odtc ed= biased estimates of experimental effects? To =_answer, this=-_ t--
-----:- -_ -==-_-- -----_ , -- -------- ---- ----- --_ ------ --_-- _-:- ---- --_----- --= --_- -._

clueStioni_the=task --information-zsupplied---in =each -study_Vae_lapplied _ to=threei
-3_

Irelated questions: (1)-- How similar were the task-- assignments-_ -across- the

eight studies? z(2)_ What--types-of=tatks--Were---used?- --(3)-- How- were -these tasks

used? = '

-=_--liniong the =eight studies there was little similarity in what the Iroupsi

were asked to do. Only Stech- used ar_ task _which had =previously appeared in



the literature, the Goldberg Music Ranking Task. Leathers' two studies

and the one by McCroskey and Wright employed "campus-oriented" problems.

Burgoon required=his groups to reach consensus on a national proposition.

Bostrom assigned a different topic to each of thirty groups, but the topics

were not provided in the article. = Larson gave "similar task assignments"

cussion, each group had to Itpresent a written and oral report focusing on

a problem which concerned them". Fisher reported that the ten groups in

his study discussed !'decision-making tasks". In the Fisher study, two

inheren n these tas ince t e interaction data from these tasks were-



Several important weaknessesiate evident in-these task definitions.

First, there is no clear distinction made between the different types of

tasks= being used. Except for the formal restriction offered by Stech, it

suggested that-the results of_ these
-studies -can-be extrapo.;

lated-_ to task-oriented_ grouPs 3n= general. -Thi-si _raises --the-_---_quest tom-

whether data collected- itt- groups- -assigned_ decision--making or = problem- solving

tasks --is- comparable to-_ data collected :in-_grouptl-aSsigned_ diatuSsion :tasks.-_

The :experimental-literature -suggests __that- they are- -not= comparable. _Hackman:

has - produced the -clearest-concepttfalization --of task differences .-;3_ -con--_

tends, that -tasks can- be- differentiated-fon- the__bagis of -"the-kinds of _cognitive

materials-with which - -a -group 'works respect ;= discussion- -tasks_

om problem-solving tas iscussion tas s retoire groups



In three of these studies the task iS inappropriately used within the

experimental design. On the basis of the Illinois task type research,

Hackman concluded that "unless tasks are appropriately held constant, counter-

balanced, or sampled throughout an experimental design, a real possibility

_- -

exists that the results of a study may be seriously-confounded with unintended

-task_effects. "30- In the Fisher, Bostrom,-and Larsen reports there is no

indication-that the- tasks have been held -constant, _counterbalanced, or adequately

-sampled. -No estimate_-of _task -- effects is -_given-.- The -- potential -for error

variance attributable to task differences exceeds minimum confidence levels



vided evidence, that the dimensionc of his ranking task were representative

of the dimensions of ranking tasks_ in general. Without such evidence, thes _

implications should be restricted to one task rather than one kind of task.

Six of the other seven-investigaters also disregarded_ a -priori task

dimensions. Only Burgoon censidered a task qua task property; he pretested

his discussion topic for familiarity.

Did tie tasks used in these "task-oriented" small group studies produce

an unbiased-estimate of experimental effects? This inspection of the types

of tasks used and the ways in which they were used reveals that

(1) There was little similarity between investigators in terms of the

kinds of tasks assigned. One study Used a ranking task, while the =other

used either-problem-solving or-= =discussion.=tasks

There was considerable-confusion over task ty

current interest in theory none o the investigators provided-a

-cal __justification for their tas c o ce n
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Reliability Measurement

This report deals directly with the issues surrounding the degree of

confidence which can be placed in small_group research. In studies whieh

utilize observer Measures of -interaction, confidence depends at least
partially on the reliability of the measuring instrument. Six of the

eight sampled studies based their conclusions on observer measures of

communication behavior. One of the other= studies was designed to produce

a new.measure of interaction behavior. Table II presents a summary of

the reliability reports which appeared in these seven studies. Included

are the dependent variable, the number of coders, the reliability estimate,

and the method of computation.-_

orts of coding reliability are noticeably incomplete in all of these

studies,:with the possible exception of McCroskey and Wright's. In terms of

the measuring instruments used, the seven studies can bp-separated into two
=_c _

imajor diasSeS; --thoSe which--_se non-parametric:category systems --(Fisher,:

_Stech_--s-lost-rom, and Larion)=, and _those -which -use' paratetrie rating-_

_-_leathersand licCroskey-Kand-__Wright s

'lour ''catagery'-' -studies_ are_ exceedinglylneglect ful- in -their-treat--
_

_ -_--_ment -of repOrts that -he made "_Several
=

eckisn_ for zuagreement" Alltong euminimaily_=trained-coder' and_that these

--'1checkst! yielded agreement-beYond .86 . The,reader is-not told how many'

ceders were used, whether the- data are marginal totals or act-by-act compari-

sons, = whether - the__reported coefficient represented a total= realiability or an

item reliability estimate or what statistic was_used.



Stech's presentation is more complete, but even less satisfactory. In

their appraisal of interaction scoring and reliability problems, Wexler

and Mishler present evidence that scoring procedures substantially affect
score distributions. Their data suggest that studies of sequential inter-
,

action should use act-by-act measures of reliability. 34 Ir r study=

the reader is deprived of the information necessary to assesi the validity
of'the findings. Stech reports that a "reliability check" was made between

the investigator and one other coder on one of the five transcripts, but

that all of the coding was done by the investigator. Several questions

are raised by these procedures: Why was only one of the five transcripts

subjected to a_ reliability _test?- _How_ =did- the_inveStigator _decide=-which=

the five-_trartecripts would -be tested? -n Why -wet a-rank-order-dorretation-n-_,

uted, =Category -system :d nOt_-_reqUire: ranking?

cdding--ndorie--_bythe investigator?

°efficent computed? ,_-

opetrom____app-areritly_fifeelg_ -that -ori-e_person,_ yorking= aloneiibehind__a

rror, cant-accur- ately_ record_ the -frequendyrand-- direction -of
_

-------- -z
_

zgatimppi, only zone -observer was iused.,- no__ agreement ,e-st b=

zproViout :research,-= -Observer -seating-poSition_and'angles_of__-

aye been shown to affect coder judgment. If readers are expected

o rake Bostrom's concluding iridictment of the.advice offere'd in contempo-

ary group discussion texts seriously, then some precedence or rationale

for uaino only one observer should have been provided.

ecmtnote in Larson's:article -informs us that "the Berg instrument was

pretoppeci with three independent coders for reliability," and that "theme

yp_e and identification of themeAnitiator exceeded _Larson_reports-__

that three separate tests were made; apparently the three ratert were- compared_



to one another two at a.time. Again the reader is not informed of whether

the uata were marginal or act-by-act distributions. It is known that raters

rnade..aeveral '1' _Id judgments. It is also known that the Berg instrument

contains only a few categories. Given' this_ information, an act-.by-act

estimate would be the preferable measure of agreement, since marginal pro-

portions could represent markedly different sets of acts.

Leatherdtwo studies and the McCroskey and Wright investigation employed

very similar instruments. In fact, nine of McCroskey and Wright's thirty

scales were taken from Leathers' LFRI. Although raters in both studies

used similar procedures, making interval scale judgments of individual verbal

-_-messaged_, the-_ invettigators_ utilized-Ivery-different methods_=of

MOCrOskeyi:_ondlgright-ralipliddi--- !=-=,analytis-zi-o-f-__Variance-method=:

to their data, while Leathers computed product_moment correlations_ in both

his studies. The methodological differences may_ reflect a distinctive

studies.-

Concerning the overall reliability of the' measures of interaction

-1)- -Reports of--reliability-_--are- not a crucial consideration4n -the _-

publication of_ group research, "-Only_ -orie-_-study_rgave more than minimal=

attention to estimating observer "agreement or instrument reliability. Four

of the studies failed-to report theimetbnd of computation emplOyed, even



(2): Investigi.tors_ who use-category systems do not report the types

of comparisons for which agreement estimates are provided. There is a _

-substantial difference_between category-by-category correlations and act-

by-act correlations. It was notclear which method was being used by these

researchers.

(3) Although investigators usually report high levels of agreement

among coders, there are few reports of high instrument reliability. In only

one case is it made clear that more than "a few" coders have used the instru-
meat. Without such evidence, the reliability of the instrument remains in
doubt.

Discussion-_--_-

s -a -- groUV, --_ these eight= -studies-de- not; sub stantiate_ the- _claimsithat

11--group research-le_imethodologically -s_is_rigoronand-adphisticated."-
z-=-_ =

Examples

of failu r e -t o_r- e- p- e r t_ _in strumer- tit el- iab
=

and findepende--_ n- t =_ supp_ o rt of

Validity -suggest -insteadza-relatiVe- devaluation- -of-imeasurement= -as-_-a problem=

--_-prelimiriary_ite,researdh.= Arguin-g whether-_-_-niethod:18 primary Or secondary

:or _-whether_ the, emphas theory-'hu acting has - resulted iri_a

harmful--neglect_OfAmethod= __seerat=someWhat---leas-rimportant -than_detanding- that--
-

published:-_-studies:prodace unbiaSeUest -eicperimerital-effecta-.-_-_With-

-out_auch--a standard,-_efforts-ito==buiti:Vtheory from-itesearch--_-_willbe fruitless-.

In light of theTMethedological_iprobleMS- uncovered= review-- the-_

following recommendations seem appropriate:

-(1)- _-The ztesk re-Ways -a_- stimulus-_ research -.

Inve-stigators_ can -decrease- thei_poesibiwy_-___iof -iinWanted =error= by- taking greater

care in selecting and using-i-tasks. If only one task= s used, generalikation

should-- be-highly restricted. are-:used-, they-should be counter.!

balanced and the posSibility of task differenCes shOuld-=be_:meastired.-- Task -quit
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task properties should also be measured, since they may interact with inde-

pendent variables under investigation. This extreme care is necessary

because, as Hoffman warns, "the common practice of not identifying the problem

used...deprives-the researcher of a great:deal_of important and necessary

information for his understanding of-theexperiment reported."37

_(2) -Reliability reports should_ be more complete and more accurate.

Presently, almost any-means of computing reliability_ or agreement-appear to

be acceptable. This should not be-true.- Both-act-by-act and category-by-

category coefficients should be-reported-,:so that_readers'=can make-more-

accurate=judgments-abOut the theresults, Waxier -and _

point out the nece'sity and advantages to more stringent reliability require-

it-would-be most-advantageous-to-iatjeastrecognize the-interdependent--naiure-

of f the two.

_-

4



Table I: Flow Sheet of Sample Small Group Research Published in Speech Monographs 1970-71.

Author - Issue Purpose Task Conclusions
Fisher, B. Aubrey, "...to discover the
Speech Monographs, nature of the inter -
March 1970. action process .across

time leading to group
concensus on decision-
making tasks" (p. 54.)
"...to discover patterns
of verbal task behavior"
(p. 54).

No specific task information given -
Groups studied were similar in that:
(1) Group goal was to achieve
concensus; -(2) Group successfully-
accomplished its task.-However, time
required to solve the decision makifig

-tasks varied from 25 min. to 30 hours.

"This study demonstrates that the
interaction patterns of task behavior
follow a consictent pattern of
progression across time as Escts
make decisions..." (p. 65).

Leathers,- Dale G., "...to measure the
Speech Monographs, effects of..;trust
August 1970. destruction on the

small group communi-
cation process"
(p. 181).

(1) Ss played money game with a
partner in-which -they were told that
winning was based on their ability to
communicate. (2) Ss participated in
1 hr.discussion "what action(s)
if any, should be taken by UCIA to

better identify with the Black-Student
Union." (3) Ss were given 1 -week to
prepare for Iiiscussidn.

"The results...provide empirical support
for the need to build trust among
discussants...The discussant may be well
advised to pay as much attention to the
trust building, potential of his message
as to such traditional performance
standards as acceptable evi.dcnce and
sound reasoning" (p. 187).

Stech, Ernest L., "...to investigate the
Speech Monographs, dcgree of structure in
November 1970. one kind of-ditcussion

task...to detect the
degree-of =Ms tr ibutireal
and ?_sequent ial="structure
iii,groupsdiscussion _

concerning a-ti:king
task" (p. =249). =

rank fourteen -types of music
-in the order_ in:which the -average
American factory worker would prefer_
them" I (p.: 249)

"...discussion-groups working on_ at
least=-one kind of task = -do exhibit a
fair_ degree -of predictability."
"Some type-s of tasks undoubtedly "lead

=to -mueh--higher degrees_ ol structure
than-;others..._"_-= "TheidataAndieate_
=that -there ie -Sone --tlegred of
structtirein; interact ion" -255)_.

Bostrom, Robert-N.-,
Spetch Monographs,
November 1970

_

Burgoon, Michael,
Speech- Monographs,
June 1971.

Larson,---CharleitV.
_Speech-Monogr-ohs,
Augtist _

To describelieup_-_-
communicativepAtterns
by 41) Comparthg=
theoreticat,pessibili=1
tieste-a-ctutti_hehevidtV
(2)yincitheeemmunicar=_-,
tive-act-frequencies;_, -

(3)--Deterfainethetelit--- --
tionsh-iptietween'commu--
nicative patterneand:_=-_
other groupJactors.'-_--

'
_

To test-the proposition
that: "peop_le-_-with
different JevelS__ of _,==

tolerance:-foriamblguity--
react :differently-te,_
having--to processrs---=
conflictingAtiformation_
to arrive at_- group _

concensus "-us"-='-(p-.1121) .

"Each=grdup was assigned -,a_topie=
and efter etWelVe minute preparation
=period, discussed the topic for =forty
minutes " (p% -254). = = =

:"Thehighr-sender tendete send:more
_than he-receive-s...-and -to _send more
:tee"fewl_personerather than the group
_eare'whole"i(p.:261)-.---=="The -individual
=who sendorecthan=her-eeeiv-es-1-i-s...
=More_satisfiedi-with-the--discuSsion- -=:

" than_ the_meniber= who_ rece ives _more than
hefeends"_(p;_263).- =

discussion- of the proposi-
tion:_ "The_ current: civiLdefense
pro-gram_ehoulclibe=overhauled.",:--Task
was_chosen==othefba-stethat---(1)-Se
were_retatively--unfamiller=with ---
and-_-(2)---Istuelwas-s-eontroversial
ienOugkito insure-discussien.-

To compare the verbal
behavior of initially
leaderless,:task-
oriented groups= in which
a =leader has_ clearly, =

emerged with the same
type_ef:greups, -in which
no leader has emerged.

Leathers, Dale G., To test for the direc-
Speech Monographs, tion qualities and degree
August 1971. of disruptiveness of

feedback associated with
a specific kind of
message variable.

- --"All"groups had similar task assign-
mentsi They were asked to=prepare _

and piesent,a written and oral -- report
-_which foeused on,aproblem which =
noncerned=them"-(p. 178)

Referi to discussion in pilot work as
"problem-solving discussions" (p. 182).
Ss had two=weekti to-prepare for an
80 minute discussibn ont "What actions,
if anyirenolild UCLA take to_work
closely with:the Reagan Adininistrathx:?"_

a...amount of existing- conflicting
=information will mediate==evaluation
of:the ta-sk"--(p:=-124) =_

1'...when a =leader (emeiges in a group),
the overall group_attention Span is
extended_and the group iis eble to
concentrate its discussion on single
ideas for longer'periods:iof time"
(pp 180-181) .

=

"The confirmed relationb.....ps between
specific levels of abstraction and
facetious and specifie feedback
qualities in_problem-solving discussions
are determinant interactions" (p. 189).

McCroikey, James C., To develop an-instrument
and Wright,:David W.; for measuring small
Speech:Monographs, group==:communicat ion

irj November 1971-.- whichrimuldiellow
parametric-statistical =

=

A 30minute discussion en-what should
_the university do about_ parking in
the eampus-area?-

"The -1;B.M.z .-..can _be used by
nevaluatore,with the expectation
that -the __factor strUcttirejn- the:
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